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Bats actively adjust the acoustic features of their sonar calls to control echo information specific to

a given task and environment. A previous study investigated how bats adapted their echolocation

behavior when tracking a moving target in the presence of a stationary distracter at different distan-

ces and angular offsets. The use of only one distracter, however, left open the possibility that a bat

could reduce the interference of the distracter by turning its head. Here, bats tracked a moving tar-

get in the presence of one or two symmetrically placed distracters to investigate adaptive echoloca-

tion behavior in a situation where vocalizing off-axis would result in increased interference from

distracter echoes. Both bats reduced bandwidth and duration but increased sweep rate in more chal-

lenging distracter conditions, and surprisingly, made more head turns in the two-distracter condition

compared to one, but only when distracters were placed at large angular offsets. However, for most

variables examined, subjects showed distinct strategies to reduce clutter interference, either by (1)

changing spectral or temporal features of their calls, or (2) producing large numbers of sonar sound

groups and consistent head-turning behavior. The results suggest that individual bats can use differ-

ent strategies for target tracking in cluttered environments. VC 2016 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4962496]

[AMS] Pages: 1839–1849

I. INTRODUCTION

Insectivorous bats show great diversity in echolocation

call design (Obrist, 1995; Russo and Jones, 2002; Obrist

et al., 2004) and actively adjust the timing, spectro-temporal

structure, and amplitude of their calls to suit the task at hand.

As bats approach targets and obstacles, they reduce the dura-

tion and pulse interval of their calls to increase localization

accuracy, to minimize ambiguity in pulse-echo assignment,

and to obtain information at a faster rate (Griffin, 1958;

Kalko and Schnitzler, 1993). Frequency modulated (FM)

calls or call components produce echoes that return detailed

information about target location and physical characteristics

via variation in frequency content (Simmons et al., 1975;

Simmons and Stein, 1980).

Bats can adjust the frequency content of calls to avoid

signal jamming by conspecifics (Gillam et al., 2007; Bates

et al., 2008; Chiu et al., 2009) or to resolve pulse-echo

assignment ambiguities (Hiryu et al., 2010). Additionally,

bats can change the power spectrum of their calls by appor-

tioning more energy to certain frequencies or harmonics

(Hartley and Suthers, 1989; Jakobsen and Surlykke, 2010).

This ability to dynamically modify call parameters allows

bats to orient in complex environments, which may contain

conspecifics, obstacles, and extraneous sounds (Obrist, 1995;

Moss and Surlykke, 2010; Jakobsen et al., 2013) from other

bats (Ulanovsky et al., 2004) and/or insects (Fullard et al.,
1994; Corcoran et al., 2009).

In addition to adjusting its sonar calls, a bat may employ

behavioral strategies, such as head turning, to improve detec-

tion or localization of targets. Turning the head directly

influences the directional aim of the sonar transmission

(Ghose and Moss, 2003) and, consequently, echo informa-

tion carried to the auditory receiver (Aytekin et al., 2004).

The width of a bat’s sonar beam varies with sound frequency

and mouth gape (Jakobsen and Surlykke, 2010; Jakobsen

et al., 2013; Kounitsky et al., 2015). Centering the sonar

beam on a target may assist the bat in defocusing non-target
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objects that are off-axis (Bates et al., 2011; Simmons, 2014).

Bats also alternate the direction of their sonar beam, which

enables them to simultaneously track objects of interest

while planning their flight trajectories through obstacles

(Surlykke et al., 2009) or towards the next target (Fujioka

et al., 2014).

In a cluttered environment, echoes from non-target

objects can mask the target through echo-echo overlap,

depending on the number and direction of competing echo

sources or maskers (Langendijk et al., 2001; Warnecke

et al., 2014) or their angular offset (S€umer et al., 2009).

Regions in which echoes from non-target objects interfere

with target detection have been experimentally determined

to be wider at greater distances (Simmons et al., 1988). Bats

that use FM calls respond to clutter by producing groups of

echolocation calls, referred to as sonar sound groups (SSGs),

which consist of two or more pulses close together, flanked

by longer intervals (Moss et al., 2006). The bat’s alternation

between short and long pulse intervals likely facilitates echo

assignment (Moss and Surlykke, 2001; Hiryu et al., 2010;

Melc�on et al., 2011) and may also allow bats to multitask,

inspecting close objects while monitoring the greater envi-

ronment for trajectory planning (Petrites et al., 2009). SSG

production is higher when bats attack a moving vs stationary

target (Hulgard and Ratcliffe, 2016) or when a target moves

erratically instead of predictably (Kothari et al., 2014).

While most bats echolocate for spatial orientation in the

environment, those that hunt moving prey must be especially

adept at processing echoes quickly in order to inform rapid

motor decisions to capture erratically moving targets. The

big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus) is an aerial insectivore that

hunts in both open areas and edge spaces where it encounters

clutter from foliage, making it a model for studying adaptive

adjustments to echolocation calls in different environmental

contexts. It can detect and localize target echoes in clutter

(Simmons et al., 1989; Aytekin et al., 2010) and discrimi-

nate between objects using shape (Griffin et al., 1965;

Simmons and Chen, 1989) and surface texture (Falk et al.,
2011). In clutter, Eptesicus apportions more power to higher

harmonics relative to the fundamental (S€umer et al., 2009;

Aytekin et al., 2010), which may allow better separation of

target and clutter echoes.

In a previous experiment, Aytekin et al. (2010) exam-

ined how the big brown bat adapts its echolocation signals

from a resting position in a target tracking task in the pres-

ence of a single “distracter” object (a metal pole positioned

vertically to one side of the target motion axis). Because the

distracter was placed on only one side of the target motion

path, it was unclear whether the bats reduced masking ech-

oes from the distracter by moving their head or ears off-axis.

The present study reports on echolocation behavior in

big brown bats tracking a target in the presence of one or two

distracters. Specifically, we predicted that the bats would

reduce call duration and increase bandwidth, sweep rate, and

peak frequency when the distracters were close and the angu-

lar offset was small. Due to the increased interference created

by the addition of a second distracter, we also predicted

adjustments in call intervals, with higher SSG production in

the two-distracter condition, as well as when the distracters

were placed closer to the bat or at small angular offsets from

the target. Because turning the head off-axis from the target

in the presence of two symmetrically placed distracters would

increase clutter interference, we predicted that head turns

would be more prevalent in the one-distracter condition.

II. METHODS

A. Animals

Big brown bats (Eptesicus fuscus) were wild-caught in

Maryland under a permit from the Department of Natural

Resources. Bats were fed mealworms (Tenebrio molitor)

only during training and experimental sessions for appetitive

motivation, with supplemental feeding provided on non-

training days or if daily weight monitoring indicated weight

loss beyond minor fluctuations (>5% average weight).

Training was initiated with four bats; however, two of these

animals became ill or died in the course of the experiment,

and complete data sets were obtained for only two animals,

Bat 45 and Bat 49. All housing and experiments were con-

ducted with the approval of the University of Maryland

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

B. Experimental setup

The experimental setup followed Aytekin et al. (2010).

A cable, running along a four-pulley system, was attached to

a motorized forcer that slid along a rail to change the posi-

tion of the target, which the bat tracked from a resting posi-

tion. An optical sensor (USDIGITAL, EM1-0-200, US

Digital, Vancouver, WA) and linear transmissive strip

(USDIGITAL, LIN-200-0.5-N) were used to record target

distance as the forcer moved. To muffle the sound of the

motor, a wooden casement lined with acoustic foam was

placed around the rail. The forcer’s motion was controlled

and recorded by a computer using custom software written

in MATLAB-2007b. Two microphones used to record echolo-

cation calls were placed at a distance of 2.8 m from the bat,

behind, and on either side of, the pulley apparatus.

The target was attached to the cable with fishing line

and stabilized with an extra loop tethered on both sides of

the line to prevent excessive swinging at the beginning and

end of programmed movements. For distracter conditions,

either one or two distracters were placed at different distan-

ces (45 and 70 cm) and angular offsets (10�, 20�, 30�, and

40�) from the platform (Fig. 1). Distracter positions were

changed between but not within test days. Each distracter

object consisted of a 1.27 cm wide metal rod attached to a

baseboard by a flange. Distracters were always placed at the

same location on either side of the target motion axis, result-

ing in a symmetrical arrangement. In the baseline condition,

no distracter objects were present. Two sets of baseline data

were obtained, one before each clutter experiment. They will

be referred to as “baseline 1” and “baseline 2,” respectively.

C. Animal training

Bats were trained to sit on a platform in an anechoic

room illuminated with low-level, long wavelength light.

They were conditioned to associate the initiation of a trial
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with a sound produced by a clicker. After the presentation of

a click, the motor-driven pulley system was used to deliver

the target to the bat. During training, the target’s initial

distance from the platform and its delivery speed were grad-

ually increased until it reached 170 cm and 1.27 m/s, respec-

tively. The two-distracter data presented here were gathered

with no additional training beyond that reported in Aytekin

et al. (2010). As in the one-distracter experiment, probe

trials consisting of a change in the normal pattern of target

delivery were interspersed randomly each day of data collec-

tion to check for and maintain active engagement in the task.

Data from the one-distracter experiment were obtained

in the fall of 2009, after which the bats were given an

8 week break due to metabolic and behavioral changes

related to hibernation. We ceased testing during this period

to avoid collecting data that could potentially be affected by

physiological state, and also to avoid stressing the animals.

Testing resumed with the two-distracter experiment in

February 2010. A total of 48 768 calls from 936 trials from

the one- and two-distracter experiments were examined

(Supplemental Table I1), although only one call per trial was

used in statistical tests on acoustic parameters (see Sec. II F).

D. Audio recordings and sonar call analysis

Each bat’s echolocation calls were recorded with two

microphones (Ultrasound Advice), amplified (Ultrasound

Advice, SM3), bandpass filtered from 10 to 100 kHz (Krone-

Hite 3550), and converted from analog to digital (National

Instruments, PCI-6071E). Identification, measurement, and

analysis of calls were performed using custom programs

written in MATLAB, versions 2007b–2015a (see Aytekin et al.,
2010 for details). Trials in which the bats did not appear to be

engaged in the task (e.g., trials in which the pulse interval

pattern did not decrease monotonically, or in which the bat

emitted only a few echolocation calls) were excluded from

analyses. Additionally, because the bats would sometimes

anticipate the arrival of the target by jumping or lunging for-

ward, causing their close-range echolocation calls to differ

from the typical pre-capture pattern, we excluded calls that

occurred in the final 15 cm of the target’s approach to the bat.

For the analysis of temporal variables, calls that were

extreme outliers (duration >5 ms or pulse interval >150 ms)

were excluded from analysis. Temporal measurements were

manually checked and corrected if necessary. Peak frequen-

cies for the fundamental and first harmonic were measured

from power spectra of each component. Calls that had dura-

tions of less than 1.33 ms were excluded from spectral analy-

ses, because the signal-to-noise ratio of these signals was

low and frequency measurements were less reliable. While

call intensity was likely adjusted by the bats as part of their

strategy to ameliorate echo clutter, we do not report on abso-

lute or relative intensity levels, because microphones were

not calibrated, and sensitivity settings changed day-to-day,

along with changes in distracter positions.

We characterized SSGs as call clusters with surrounding

pulse intervals at least 20% longer than those within the

SSG. If three or more calls occurred in a group, an additional

criterion of stable pulse intervals (65%) was applied (see

Moss and Surlykke, 2001; Moss et al., 2006). We counted

the number of SSGs (doublets, triplets, and quadruplets) in

each trial for all conditions.

E. Head turns

To measure head turns as the bats tracked the approach-

ing target, we compared the relative amplitude of echoloca-

tion signals picked up by the two microphones positioned to

the left and right of the bat. First, the relative amplitude ratio

(RAR) was calculated as the ratio between the raw ampli-

tudes of channels 1 and 2, corresponding to right and left

floor microphones, respectively. We then subtracted each

call’s RAR from the close mean ratio for that trial, which

was calculated as the average RAR from calls in that trial

occurring in the last 5 cm (at target distances of 15–20 cm),

when the influence of the distracter(s) was predicted to be

minimal and the bat was expected to be vocalizing straight

ahead. Calls that were overloaded on both floor microphones

were excluded from analysis.

Head turns were counted when consecutive relative

amplitude ratio difference (RARD) values in the reduced

data set changed from negative to positive or positive to neg-

ative, indicating a switch in head direction across the target

motion axis. While we do not have video to validate this

method, we set a conservative threshold RARD value of

60.3 to ensure that small deviations of head direction across

the target approach axis would not be counted, although this

may have resulted in under-counting of head turns. Calls

with RARD values below this threshold were eliminated, as

FIG. 1. Overhead view of experimental setup showing distracter distances

and angular offsets (not to scale). Inset diagrams show a call (C), distracter

echo (D), and target echo (T) when the target is behind or in front of the dis-

tracters at two example distracter positions. When calls are short (top), no

overlap of echoes occurs, whereas distracter and target echoes do overlap

when the call is long (bottom).
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were calls with RARD values exceeding 61, which were not

considered reliable.

F. Statistical analysis

To assess the relative importance of the number and

location of distracters on bat echolocation behavior we mea-

sured eight response variables: two behavioral counts (num-

ber of SSGs and number of head turns) from each trial and

six acoustic parameters (call duration, pulse interval, band-

width, and sweep rate of the fundamental, fundamental peak

frequency, first harmonic peak frequency) for a single call

from each trial when the target distance was at 70 6 2.5 cm.

We adjusted duration and pulse interval measurements

by subtracting means for each bat in the absence of any dis-

tracters to control for slight differences in baseline values

across the one- and two-distracter experiments. SSG and

head turn counts were similarly adjusted by subtracting

mean baseline values from each trial.

All response variables were then fit to general linear

models (GLMs) through a backward stepwise procedure

using least squares. Distracter distance (45 or 70 cm), dis-

tracter number (one or two), and bat identity (#45 or #49)

were categorized as nominal effects while angular offset,

which was measured in degrees, was classified as a continu-

ous covariate. We used the minimum Bayesian Information

Criterion to select the best model among all possible models.

All statistical analyses were performed in JMP 12.1.0.

III. RESULTS

A. Call duration and pulse interval

Both bats decreased call duration as the target

approached in all conditions (Fig. 2). At target distances

beyond 20–30 cm both bats produced shorter duration calls

when the distracters were present, when they were placed at

the closer distance of 45 cm, and when they were placed at

smaller angular offsets (Fig. 2). Once the target had passed

the distracters and was within 20–30 cm of the platform, all

duration vs target distance profiles for the two-distracter con-

dition converged on baseline levels. For the 45 cm distracter

distance, convergence of call duration profiles occurred

when the target was at the distracter distance or just after it

passed the distracters, while for the 70 cm distracter distance,

call duration did not converge to baseline levels until the tar-

get was in front of the distracters (�25 cm in front of the

bat). Both bats also tended to use shorter pulse intervals

beyond target distances of 40–45 cm when the distracters

were present (Supplemental Fig. 11).

The two bats differed in the range of call durations and

pulse intervals they used in the baseline condition, with Bat

45 using shorter duration calls than Bat 49, from 4 ms at a

target distance of 100 cm down to 1 ms at 15 cm, compared

to 2.8 ms down to 0.5 ms for Bat 49 (Fig. 2). Bat 45 also

used shorter pulse intervals than Bat 49, ranging from 60 ms

at 100 cm down to 10 ms at 15 cm, compared to 50 ms down

to 7 ms for Bat 49 (Supplemental Fig. 11). Scatter plots of

call duration against previous pulse interval show that Bat

49 had less variability in its calls than Bat 45 regardless of

the number of distracters presented, and differences in pulse

interval were smaller than differences in call duration

between the bats in the two-distracter condition (Fig. 3).

The analysis of baseline-adjusted durations for calls pro-

duced when the target was near 70 cm revealed that both

bats used shorter calls when distracters were present (Fig. 4).

The GLM explained nearly half of the variance in call dura-

tion, and included every experimental factor examined

[angular offset, distracter distance, and number of distracters

(Table I)]. The largest source of variation in call duration

was bat identity, with Bat 45 reducing its call duration more

across distracter conditions than Bat 49 (Fig. 4). Angular off-

set was the second largest source of variation, with both bats

using shorter durations as angular offset decreased, but the

bat identity by angular offset interaction was significant,

reflecting the steeper slope of adjustment exhibited by Bat

45 [Fig. 4(a)]. Both bats reduced their call durations more

when the distracter distance was 45 cm as compared to

70 cm [Fig. 4(b)]. The effect of the number of distracters

also significantly differed between the bats: Bat 49 used sim-

ilar call durations regardless of the number of distracters

FIG. 2. Average call duration plotted against target distance for Bat 45 [(a)

and (b)] and Bat 49 [(c) and (d)] in the two-distracter condition when the

distracters were located at 45 cm [(a) and (c)] and 70 cm [(b) and (d)].

Averages were calculated across trials within 5 cm bins. Baseline 2 is repro-

duced across both distracter distances for comparison. Distracter distance is

shown as a vertical black line.

FIG. 3. Pulse interval plotted against duration for all calls except outliers

(duration >5 ms or pulse interval >150 ms) recorded in the baseline (a),

one-distracter (b), and two-distracter (c) conditions.
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present, while Bat 45 used shorter calls when two distracters

were presented [Fig. 4(c)].

In contrast to call duration, pulse interval changed very

little across experimental conditions (Supplemental Fig. 11).

Notably, the GLM for pulse intervals of calls made near a

target distance of 70 cm included just two factors, did not

include bat identity, and explained only 4% of the variation

in pulse interval (Table I). Both bats used shorter pulse inter-

vals when angular offset was small [Supplemental Fig.

2(a)1] and produced shorter pulse intervals when the dis-

tracter was at 45 cm, but the difference between distracter

distances was more pronounced for Bat 45 [Supplemental

Fig. 2(b)1].

B. Peak call frequencies

Bat identity explained the most variation in fundamental

peak frequency and contributed heavily to the model’s

explanatory power (R2¼ 0.67, Table I). Bat 45 exhibited

more variability in fundamental peak frequency than Bat 49

in response to clutter (Fig. 5). Bat 45 also used higher funda-

mental peak frequencies in distracter conditions relative to

baseline while Bat 49 made only slight changes to funda-

mental peak frequency in distracter conditions relative to

baseline [Fig. 6(a)] and across angular offsets [Fig. 6(b);

Supplemental Fig. 3(a)1]. These differences are reflected in

the significance of two interaction effects (bat identity by

number of distracters, and bat identity by angular offset) in

the GLM for fundamental peak frequency.

As with peak frequency of the fundamental, bat identity

explained the most variation in first harmonic peak fre-

quency, followed by the number of distracters. But by con-

trast, Bat 49 lowered its first harmonic peak frequency in

distracter conditions, especially when two distracters were

present, while Bat 45 did not change its first harmonic fre-

quency relative to baseline in the two-distracter condition

[Supplemental Fig. 3(b)1], although it did slightly increase it

in the one-distracter condition [Fig. 7(a)]. Accordingly, the

bat identity by the number of distracters interaction effect

was significant in the model (Table I). Bat 49 used lower first

harmonic peak frequencies at small angular offsets, and Bat

FIG. 4. (a) Lines of fit (with confidence intervals) through adjusted duration

for one call per trial made when the target distance was 70 cm (62.5 cm),

relative to baseline, across angular offsets. (b) Means and standard errors of

adjusted duration for one call per trial made when the target distance was

70 cm (62.5 cm) from the platform when the distracter distance for was

45 cm or 70 cm, and (c) in the one- and two-distracter conditions.

TABLE I. Best GLMs for five parameters of echolocation calls emitted when the target distance was near 70 cm, adjusted by baseline means. Interaction

effects are denoted by an asterisk between factors. F values are given for all factors included in each model, with significance level indicated by asterisks

(*¼ p� 0.01, **¼ p� 0.001, ***¼ p� 0.0001). Factors not included in the final model for a given parameter are denoted with a dash (—), and overall model

statistics are given at the bottom.

Source Call duration

Pulse

interval

Peak frequency

(fundamental)

Peak frequency

(first harmonic) Bandwidth Sweep rate

Bat 314.3*** — 1535.0*** 169.0*** 13.5** 116.3***

Angular offset 161.1*** 10.2* 59.0*** 24.5*** 73.4*** 192.5***

Distracter distance 66.8*** 18.2*** — 14.8*** 3.2 124.4***

Number of distracters 31.2*** — 213.5*** 115.3*** 51.1*** 3.4

Bat*Angular offset 19.2*** — 19.3*** 0 17.5*** 61.7***

Bat*Distracter distance — — — 5.8 18.1*** 3.9

Bat*Number of distracters 11.1** — 32.7*** 20.7*** — 26.6***

Angular offset*Distracter distance — — — 4.8 0.0 17.9***

Angular offset*Number of distracters 15.0*** — — — 23.0*** 11.2**

Distracter distance*Number of distracters 9.9* — — 7.9* 34.1*** —

Bat*Angular offset*Distracter distance — — — 24.7*** 16.5*** 12.5**

Bat*Angular offset*Number of distracters — — — — — —

Bat*Distracter distance*Number of distracters — — — — — —

Angular offset*Distracter distance*Number of distracters — — — — — —

Model n 664 664 879 879 879 879

Model R2 0.47 0.04 0.67 0.29 0.22 0.38

Model F 73.6*** 13.7*** 356.1*** 37.8*** 25.3*** 53.8***
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45 showed little difference from baseline unless angular off-

set was large [Fig. 7(b)].

C. Bandwidth and sweep rate

Both bats lowered bandwidth when distracters were pre-

sent, particularly at low angular offsets [Fig. 8(a)] and when

two distracters were present [Fig. 8(b)]. These were the two

largest sources of variation in the GLM (R2¼ 0.22, Table I).

As with peak frequency, Bat 45 exhibited more variability in

bandwidth than Bat 49 in response to clutter (Fig. 5). Changes

to bandwidth were generally larger for Bat 45, and while dif-

ferences between bats were clear at the 70 cm distracter dis-

tance, they virtually disappeared when the distracter distance

was 45 cm [Fig. 8(c)]. Accordingly, the number of distracters

by distracter distance interaction effect was the third largest

source of variation in bandwidth (Table I).

Sweep rate increased when angular offset was low [Fig.

9(a)] and when the distracter distance was 45 cm [Fig. 9(b)].

As with bandwidth, angular offset explained the most varia-

tion in the model for sweep rate (R2¼ 0.38), followed by dis-

tracter distance, bat identity, and the bat identity by angular

offset interaction effect. Interestingly, the difference between

bats was less pronounced in the two-distracter condition than

the one-distracter condition [Supplemental Fig. 4(a)1] and the

bats appeared to more drastically increase sweep rate with

decreasing angular offset when the distracter distance was

45 cm [Supplemental Fig. 4(b)1], as reflected in the signifi-

cance of these two-way interactions in the GLM (Table I).

D. SSGs

Both bats produced more SSGs with decreasing angular

offset [Fig. 10(a)] and when the distracter distance was

45 cm as opposed to 70 cm [Fig. 10(c)]. The number of dis-

tracters also influenced adjusted SSGs per trial but this effect

differed by bat, with Bat 49 using fewer SSGs in the one-

distracter condition and Bat 45 using more SSGs regardless

of how many distracters were present [Fig. 10(b)]. This was

reflected in the significance of the bat identity by the number

of distracters interaction term in the model (Table II). While

Bat 45’s adjusted mean SSGs per trial were higher than Bat

49’s in all conditions, Bat 49 produced more SSGs overall

and in every experimental condition compared to Bat 45

(Supplemental Fig. 51). This was due at least in part to Bat

49’s abnormally high use of SSGs in baseline 1, which

exceeded all conditions except the 10� angular offset

[Supplemental Fig. 5(a)1].

FIG. 5. Fundamental peak frequency

plotted against bandwidth for all calls

for which frequency could be reliably

estimated (duration <1.33 ms) recorded

in the baseline (a), one-distracter (b),

and two-distracter (c) conditions.

FIG. 6. (a) Means and standard errors of adjusted fundamental peak fre-

quency for one call per trial made when the target distance was 70 cm

(62.5 cm) by the number of distracters. (b) Lines of fit (with confidence

intervals) to adjusted fundamental peak frequency of one call per trial made

when the target distance was 70 cm (62.5 cm), relative to baseline, across

angular offsets.

FIG. 7. (a) Means and standard errors of adjusted first harmonic peak for

one call per trial made when the target distance was 70 cm (62.5 cm) by the

number of distracters. (b) Lines of fit (with confidence intervals) to adjusted

first harmonic peak frequency of one call per trial made when the target dis-

tance was 70 cm (62.5 cm), relative to baseline, across angular offsets.
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The bats differed most markedly in their use of doublets

(SSGs consisting of two calls), and, as with total SSGs, all

three types generally increased at low angular offsets

(Supplemental Fig. 61). Overall, it appears that the bats dif-

fered in their overall use of SSGs, but both bats changed their

production of SSGs similarly with angular offset and

distracter distance. However, the effect of number of dis-

tracters on SSG production is unclear, and the GLM

explained relatively little of the variation in SSGs

(R2¼ 0.17).

E. Head turns

Head turns, as measured by our criteria, were generally

infrequent—the highest average adjusted to baseline was

FIG. 8. (a) Lines of fit (with confidence intervals) to adjusted fundamental

bandwidth of one call per trial made when the target distance was 70 cm

(62.5 cm), relative to baseline, by the number of distracters and across

angular offsets. (b) Means and standard errors of adjusted fundamental

bandwidth for one call per trial made when the target distance was 70 cm

(62.5 cm) by number of distracters and (c) by distracter distance and num-

ber of distracters.

FIG. 9. (a) Lines of fit (with confidence intervals) to adjusted fundamental

sweep rate of one call per trial made when the target distance was 70 cm

(62.5 cm), relative to baseline, across angular offsets. (b) Means and stan-

dard errors of adjusted fundamental sweep rate for one call per trial made

when the target distance was 70 cm (62.5 cm) by distracter distance.

FIG. 10. (a) Lines of fit (with confidence intervals) through number of SSGs

per trial across angular offsets, adjusted by mean baseline SSGs per trial. (b)

Means and standard errors of adjusted SSGs per trial by the number of dis-

tracters present, and (c) distracter distance.

TABLE II. Best GLMs for per-trial totals of two behavioral parameters,

adjusted by baseline means. Interaction effects are denoted by an asterisk

between factors. F values are given for all factors included in each model,

with significance level indicated by asterisks (*¼ p� 0.01, **¼ p� 0.001,

***¼ p� 0.0001). Factors not included in the final model for a given

parameter are denoted with a dash (—), and overall model statistics are

given at the bottom.

Source SSGs Head turns

Bat 46.0*** 4.0

Angular offset 59.4*** 6.0

Distracter distance 8.6* 20.0***

Number of distracters 47.2*** 37.83***

Bat*Angular offset 9.0* —

Bat*Distracter distance — —

Bat*Number of distracters 34.8*** 19.2***

Angular offset*Distracter distance — —

Angular offset*Number of distracters — 7.9*

Distracter distance*Number of distracters 11.8** —

Bat*Angular offset*Distracter distance — —

Bat*Angular offset*Number of distracters — —

Model n 857 857

Model R2 0.17 0.10

Model F 26.0*** 16.3***
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fewer than one per trial—and the GLM explained only 10%

of the variance in head turns (Table II). Nevertheless, the

presence of distracters clearly influenced head movements

given that both bats used more head turns in the two-

distracter condition than in the one-distracter condition. Bat

49 showed a larger increase in head turns between the one-

and two-distracter conditions relative to baseline than Bat 45

[Fig. 11(a)]. It is noteworthy that Bat 45’s mean head turns

in the one-distracter condition were inflated by an abnor-

mally high number produced at the 20� angular offset

[Supplemental Fig. 7(a)1]. The GLM accordingly showed

that the bat by number of distracters term was significant

(Table II). Both bats also turned their heads more frequently

when the distracter was at 45 cm [Fig. 11(b)]. The interaction

between angular offset and number of distracters was signifi-

cant, and showed that more head turns occurred when the

angular offset was high, but only in the two-distracter condi-

tion [Fig. 11(c)]. RARDs plotted against target distance

showed that head turns were prominent and consistent in

most trials for Bat 49, but less so for Bat 45, and appeared to

be initiated just after the target passed the distracter(s)

(Supplemental Fig. 81). The number of distracters, distracter

distance, and the interaction between the bat and number of

distracters accounted for most of the variation in adjusted

head turns while the interaction between angular offset and

number of distracters was less influential (Table II).

IV. DISCUSSION

This study investigated how big brown bats adjust their

echolocation behavior when tracking a moving target in a

cluttered environment, with differing levels of clutter interfer-

ence created by distracter objects placed at different distances

and angular offsets from the bat. Analysis of the temporal and

spectral variation in the calls and head movements with a

series of GLMs provides compelling evidence that these bats

used different strategies for target tracking in clutter.

A. Effect of distracters on call duration and pulse
interval

When the target was close (�30 cm from the platform),

both bats produced calls that were very similar in duration

between two-distracter and baseline conditions (Fig. 2),

illustrating that the distracters no longer influenced call dura-

tion, despite the distracters’ large reflecting surfaces com-

pared with the target (1.27 cm compared to 0.38 cm). Both

bats used shorter calls when acoustic interference from the

distracter echoes was greatest, i.e., the distracter distance

was close or angular offset was small. Additionally, the bats

showed less change in call duration as the target approached

when the distracters were at small angular offsets (Fig. 2).

These findings are consistent with earlier reports that bats

adjust call duration primarily in response to the nearest

object (Aytekin et al., 2010). By using shorter call durations,

bats reduce the potential for echo-echo overlap. If target and

non-target objects are sufficiently close, such that returning

echoes overlap in time, the neural representations of the

objects may merge, causing clutter interference (Simmons

et al., 1989).

Consistent with a previous study (Aytekin et al., 2010),

call durations were influenced by the distracters for a period

after the target had passed the distracters, and this zone was

larger when the distracter was at 70 cm than at 45 cm (Fig. 2).

This may reflect range-dependence in the size of clutter inter-

ference zones. In a phantom target echo detection task,

Simmons et al. (1988) reported that the size of the clutter

interference zone in Eptesicus fuscus increases with range,

suggesting that the spatial region over which clutter and target

echoes interfere scales with distance. These zones are created

by forward, simultaneous, and backward masking, as the tar-

get is first behind, then near, then in front of, the distracter

object(s) (Simmons et al., 1988).

Both bats systematically shortened pulse interval with

target distance, regardless of distracter condition, suggesting

that they could track the moving target even when it was

behind the distracter(s). For all angular offsets, in both the

one- and two-distracter conditions, pulse interval changed

with target distance until the target was very close to the bat

(�20 cm), suggesting that the distracters influenced the

timing of calls, even well after the target had passed the

distracter(s).

The bats exhibited consistent differences in call duration

and pulse interval (Fig. 3). Bat 45 used shorter duration calls

at small angular offsets, at the distracter distance of 45 cm,

and when two distracters were present, while Bat 49 changed

its call durations relatively little across distracter conditions

(Fig. 4). Similarly, Bat 49 changed its pulse intervals very

little across angular offsets and between distracter distances,

while Bat 45 clearly reduced its pulse intervals in these con-

ditions (Supplemental Fig. 21). That the bats differed in the

temporal parameters of their calls under different distracter

FIG. 11. Means and standard errors of head turns, adjusted to baseline, by

(a) number of distracters present and (b) distracter distance. (c) Lines of fit

(with confidence intervals) to adjusted head turns relative to baseline by

angular offset and number of distracters.
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conditions reveals that adjustments in sonar call duration and

pulse interval differ among individual bats.

B. Effect of distracters on peak frequency

We predicted that the bats would increase the peak

frequency of echolocation calls when two distracters were

present and at small angular offsets, to sharpen the sonar

images created by more directional sonar information carried

by higher frequencies. The bats showed opposite patterns of

adjustment in peak frequency, with one subject changing

only the peak frequency of the fundamental, and the other

changing only the peak frequency of the first harmonic

(Supplemental Fig. 31).

Counter to our prediction, the bat that made its calls

more directional by increasing peak frequency did so in the

one-distracter condition and not the two-distracter condition

[Supplemental Fig. 3(a)1]. Even at the largest angular dis-

tracter offsets, neither bat could have avoided ensonifying

the distracters entirely by narrowing their sonar beams

(Hartley and Suthers, 1989), and it is therefore likely that

additional strategies allowed the bat to disambiguate echo

streams from objects in a cluttered environment (Bates et al.,
2011; Simmons, 2014; Wohlgemuth et al., 2016).

C. Effect of distracters on bandwidth and sweep rate

We expected that the bats would produce calls with

higher bandwidth and sweep rate as the distracter number

and position created more echo clutter, to sharpen the target

image and improve localization accuracy. However, the

fundamental bandwidth of calls made when the target was

near 70 cm was consistently lower in distracter conditions

than in baseline. Although adjusted bandwidth decreased at

small angular offsets, adjusted sweep rate (calculated as

bandwidth divided by call duration) increased, indicating

that higher sweep rates were achieved through reductions in

call duration.

Interestingly, the second-largest source of variation

identified in the GLM for adjusted bandwidth was the num-

ber of distracters, which was not significant in the GLM for

adjusted sweep rate. Similarly, the second-largest source of

variation in adjusted sweep rate was distracter distance,

which was not significant in the GLM for adjusted band-

width. This result lends support to the assertion made by

Boonman and Ostwald (2007) that broader bandwidth calls

helps bats correctly count the number of echoes (which

would change depending on the number of distracters

present) while higher sweep rates help with accuracy of dis-

tance estimates based on echo delays (which would change

depending on distracter distance).

Additionally, while bat identity was the third largest

source of variation in adjusted sweep rate, sweep rates of both

bats converged as the angular offset became smaller when

there were two distracters present or when the distracter dis-

tance was 45 cm (Supplemental Fig. 41), suggesting that under

challenging conditions there may indeed be an optimal sweep

rate which balances resolution of echoes in a cascade with

echo delay acuity (Boonman and Ostwald, 2007).

D. Effect of distracters on use of SSGs

We hypothesized that under more challenging condi-

tions (e.g., when two distracters were present, distracter dis-

tance was 45 cm, and angular offset was small), the bats

would produce more SSGs to improve spatial resolution and

counteract ambiguity in echo assignment. The GLM fit to

adjusted SSGs generally supports this hypothesis (Table II),

although the R2 was low (0.17). Contrary to our prediction,

however, both bats used fewer SSGs in the two-distracter

condition than the one-distracter condition (Supplemental

Fig. 51). The considerable difference between bats in unad-

justed SSG totals per trial, and the significance of bat iden-

tity in the model, also suggests that individual bats may rely

more heavily on other acoustic or behavioral adjustments in

response to a challenging task.

E. Effect of distracters on head turns

We hypothesized that bats would employ more head

turns in the one-distracter condition when the distracter

distance was 45 cm and angular offset was small, and fewer

head turns in the two-distracter condition. As predicted, both

bats used more head turns when the distracter was closer

[Table II; Fig. 11(b)]. Inspection of RARDs by target dis-

tance appeared to show more evidence of head turning at the

45 cm distracter distance when two distracters were present

(Supplemental Fig. 81). That the head turns seemed to occur

more consistently after the target passed the distracters at

45 cm (relative to at 70 cm) may reflect a greater need or

ability of the bats to track the target when it passed in front

of the distracters at closer range.

Surprisingly, both bats used fewer head turns in the one-

distracter condition and more in the two-distracter condition,

relative to baseline [Fig. 11(a)]. This effect contrasts with our

prediction, as the echoes returning from the distracter toward

which the bat turned its head would be strengthened in ampli-

tude and bandwidth, while echoes from the target would be

weakened in amplitude and low-pass filtered. However,

examination of the other significant interaction term, angular

offset by number of distracters, revealed that adjusted head

turns were higher at large angular offsets in the two-distracter

condition, while in the one-distracter condition they remained

the same across angular offsets [Fig. 11(c)].

Differences in head turning between the one- and two-

distracter conditions suggests that bats may not need to

employ head turns to disambiguate echo sources when clut-

ter is low or confined to one side of the bat, but head turning

might help when clutter is high (e.g., on both sides of the

bat), as long as the clutter objects are separated from the tar-

get by a sufficiently large azimuthal angle. At high angular

offsets, the bats may have been able to turn their heads or

move their pinna to more accurately represent the location

of the distracters using interaural difference cues, while

maintaining the distracters sufficiently off-axis to result in

low-pass filtered, “defocused” clutter echoes (Bates et al.,
2011). Adjusted head turns were low in both one- and two-

distracter conditions at small angular offsets [Fig. 11(c)],

presumably because head turning would result in directly

ensonifying the distracters and increasing the strength of
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clutter echoes. Alternatively, the head turn counts may be

biased toward more exaggerated head turns due to our use of

a conservative RARD threshold, and larger head turns might

only benefit the bats when the distracters were placed at

large angular offsets.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this experiment, we showed that bats make adjust-

ments to their echolocation calls and head movements in

response to clutter, which we created by introducing one or

two distracters at two distances and four angular offsets from

an approaching target. Although the bats were stationary

rather than free-flying, this design allowed us to systemati-

cally investigate the effect of clutter distance and angular

offset on echolocation behavior. As hypothesized, call dura-

tions shortened as clutter interference increased. Pulse inter-

val was not strongly influenced by clutter, indicating that the

bats could still track the target even when it was beyond the

distracter(s). Consistent with other studies, the bats used

higher sweep rates and more SSGs when clutter was

increased. Head turns were used more frequently in the two-

distracter condition, but mostly at large angular offsets.

Notably, individual bats used different strategies to track

a moving target in the presence of distracter objects. One bat

primarily changed the spectro-temporal features of its calls,

shortening duration, and increasing peak frequency, while

the other used more SSGs and exhibited consistent head

turning in high-clutter conditions. While limited to two sub-

jects, this study suggests that call duration, peak frequency,

SSGs, and head movements can all be dynamically adjusted

to ameliorate clutter interference at different ranges and

angular offsets, and that individual bats may use different

combinations of vocal and behavioral adjustments to track

targets in the presence of other objects.
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